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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to cross-examine Dewey’s ideas on religious and aesthetic experiences, and Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of flow experience. To achieve this
end, we offer an analytic framework for evaluating experiences: triggers, characterizations, and import. In using this framework, we not only more deeply examine
these ideas of experience, but we also discuss what educators may learn from the
intersection of these three important theories of experience.

Introduction
The idea for our paper began with a practical problem. As curricularists dedicated
to an aesthetic approach to teaching, curriculum, and learning, we regularly provide workshops on this topic for teachers in K–12 schools. Our own work is based
on Dewey’s aesthetic ideas1 and we have developed a theory called CRISPA2 that
teachers may employ to create what we might call “wow” experiences in their own
classrooms.3 That is, they can set up the conditions for students to have aesthetic
experiences with the material they are learning. When conducting such workshops
for teachers, we often hear the observation, “This is like flow,” or we get the question, “How is this different from a spiritual experience?”
Thus, this exploratory manuscript began with the purpose of trying to understand the three kinds of experiences—flow, aesthetic, and religious—so that we would
have adequate answers to the teachers’ questions. As we delved into Dewey’s notions
of aesthetic and religious experiences and Csikszentmihalyi’s ideas on flow, we not
only gained some insight into how the three kinds of experiences differed, but we
also came to a new realization—all three types of experiences would benefit teachers
and students. The focus of the paper is to demonstrate why this is the case and how
we might begin to achieve such ends across pre-kindergarten to higher education.
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Relevant Literature
There are scores of books and articles on Dewey’s aesthetics and on his ideas about
religious experience. There are also texts that examine aesthetic experiences in
relation to flow. The following, while not comprehensive, does provide a general
overview of the literature.
A number of texts look at Dewey’s aesthetic ideas and their implications for
education,4 as well as other areas of experience such as communication.5 Similarly,
many expound upon Dewey’s ideas on moral knowledge and education,6 which are
not to be confused with Dewey’s ideas on religion and education, for which there
is a separate body of literature.7 Note, too, that some texts examine Dewey’s ideas
on religion for religious education.8
Some texts provide a full rendering of Dewey’s ideas on aesthetics and religion independently,9 while others discuss the spiritual in the aesthetic.10 That is,
there are spiritual qualities in aesthetic experience and there are aesthetic qualities
in religious experience.11 In addition, some authors focus on Dewey’s discussion of
the holistic aspects of experience, thereby noting that the spiritual is always somewhat present, but in the final analysis, these texts focus on topics such as religion
and democracy12 or religion and nature,13 and not religion and aesthetics. Another
topic of some volumes relate Dewey’s spiritual ideas to Eastern religions, thereby
drawing out other types of cultural or experiential implications.14
Csikszentmihalyi introduces his ideas about experience in Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience,15 a work that examines a kind of optimal experience
in which the individual enjoys total involvement. Several works have built upon
Csikszentmihalyi’s original work to examine flow experiences in business,16 in
everyday life,17 in education,18 in creativity,19 and in athletics.20 Augstine and Zoss21
combine flow experience and aesthetic experience in looking at teacher preparation. They describe the aesthetic flow experience as “having qualities of flow, pause,
emotional intensity, and meaningful relationships.”22 Further, some work explores
the relationship of flow experience in religion.23 However, flow, aesthetic experience, and religious experience have not been examined together, nor with the aim
of improving teaching and learning.

Conceptual Framework and Methods
As indicated above, in this paper we compare and contrast three big ideas: Dewey’s
notions of aesthetic and religious experiences as well as Csikszentmihalyi’s ideas
on flow, or optimal experience. To acquire this understanding, we focused largely
on four texts. We utilize Dewey’s Art as Experience because we use this book as a
key text in teacher workshops, and because we believe it captures most succinctly
his ideas about aesthetic experience (Dewey discusses aesthetics in other texts, but
we believe, along with Philip Jackson24 and Elliot Eisner, that this one is central).25
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We also look to Dewey’s A Common Faith to explain religious experience, and we
supplement this section with a few secondary sources to elaborate on areas upon
which he does not expand. We stay with his terminology, though some contemporary readers may think of his “religious” experience as “spiritual” experience.
Finally, we examine Csikszentmihalyi’s book Flow: The Psychology of Optimal
Experience,26 and to a lesser extent Finding Flow: the Psychology of Engagement
with Everyday Life,27 as they are the foundational texts in which he presents the
rationale for such experiences and the related processes.
In order to meaningfully compare and contrast the texts with the aim of
educational enhancement, we focus on three aspects of these experiences. Since
we were interested in the differences among the experiences as felt by the individuals undergoing them, and because we had a particular interest in their educational
import and implementation, we explored how one initially engages in such experiences; how the experiences are characterized; and why the experiences matter.
Thus, we compare and contrast the triggers, characterizations, and import
of the three types of experiences. Dewey used the word “impulsion”28 to refer to
an individual moving forward in life, with mind and body, and, as such, it can be
seen as an entryway for a person into a type of experience. We have Dewey’s idea
in mind, but we use the more colloquial word, “trigger,” to refer to ideas focused
on the question: what gets an individual into aesthetic, religious, or flow experiences? By “characterizations,” we refer to how the person undergoing one of these
three experiences would describe it. What would he or she say while engaged in
the experience? With “import,” we consider the perceived value of the experience
for the actor(s), as well as any potential added benefits. In other words, what was
the upshot of the experience for the participant?

Definitional Clarity
Readers familiar with Csikszentmihalyi and Robinson’s book, The Art of Seeing:
An Interpretation of the Aesthetic Encounter, may note that in their introduction
the authors compare flow experience with aesthetic experience, pointing out that,
although not identical, they do have a strong correspondence.29 At this point, one
might then assume that our work in comparing the aesthetic and flow is done.
But our understanding of the aesthetic as characterized by Dewey is not the same
characterization given by Csikszentmihalyi and Robinson.
First, Csikszentmihalyi and Robinson conclude, “philosophers describing the
aesthetic experience and psychologists describing flow are talking about essentially
the same state of mind.”30 They argue that when this heightened state of consciousness arises from experiencing an art form, philosophers call it an aesthetic experience; when such a state of mind emerges from other activities, such as sports, social
interactions, or work, psychologists call them flow experiences. Such activities,
although of a different type of experience, contain the same “structural elements of
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consciousness.”31 While we don’t dispute their psychological analysis and identified
similarities, we do point out that their focus on the “mind” differs from Dewey’s
emphasis. Dewey always had a holistic understanding of mind and body in interaction with the environment. As indicated above, he used the word “impulsion” to refer
to the whole person moving forward in life. He did not say that one moves through
one’s body or by one’s mind. Rather, he interprets it as mind and body functioning
together through an environment, which is also continuous with the human being.
Furthermore, Dewey would take issue with the idea that aesthetic experiences are
isolated to the arts; he argued that the possibility of having an aesthetic experience
hovers above any experience, not just experiences with traditional notions of art.32
Thus, Csikszentmihalyi and Robinson’s attempt to relegate Dewey’s aesthetic experience to works of art directly counters Dewey’s conceptualization.
Third, Csikszentmihalyi and Robinson place a great deal of emphasis on
“skill” as being important in aesthetic and flow experiences. We see this clearly
in Csikzentmihalyi’s explanation of flow, but we do not believe that refined skill
is focused upon or even discussed by Dewey as being an important element in
aesthetic experience. Moreover, our own empirical studies have examined workshops in which teachers engage in aesthetically oriented activities in which they
have little skill, such as those learning dance for the first time. Yet it is clear that
some participants in these workshops had aesthetic experiences.33 The upshot of
our third critique of Csikszentmihalyi and Robinson is that we see differences in
the aesthetic experience as characterized by Dewey and in the flow experience as
articulated by Csikszentmihalyi.

Three Types of Experiences and Analyses
Below we describe each type of experience generally and then we discuss each
through the lens of the three elements, triggers, characterizations, and import.
Throughout we suggest implications for K–12 education, and as our analysis progresses, we offer salient points of comparison that would be meaningful to educators
who wish to implement such ideas. We hope that by the end of this paper, the reader
is able to see how we might best create conditions or triggers for deeply meaningful experiences in K–12 classrooms. This work provides an important foundation
for creating, implementing, and reflecting on experience currently undervalued or
dismissed altogether in K–12 schooling.

Dewey’s Aesthetic Experience
The term “aesthetic,” meaning capable of sensory perception, comes from the Greek
word aesthetikos. Dewey claims that any sensory experience has the possibility of
becoming an “aesthetic experience.”34 For Dewey, in an aesthetic experience, one
fully engages one’s senses in an object or event—perhaps seeing a work of art in a
museum; watching, listening, and even smelling the ocean while standing on the
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sand; or tasting a fine wine. Thus, while the western philosophical idea of aesthetic
experience may have its roots in traditional notions of art, it is possible to have such
an experience in all avenues of life.35 This was a radical idea in Dewey’s text, with
which many disagreed,36 but our work has corroborated Dewey’s insistence that all
experiences have the potential to be aesthetic. When so engaged at such times, we
often lose ourselves in the task at hand, forgetting about time and daily concerns.
We are, in short, fully engrossed in the undergoing experience.37

Triggers
As we indicated earlier, a trigger is the point of entry. One might ask, what gets
an individual into a particular kind of experience? In terms of aesthetic experience, we note that one can be triggered by chance or it can be intentional. That is,
one can adopt an aesthetic attitude or intention and try to have aesthetic experiences by going to an art museum or to the ocean. An aesthetic experience cannot
be forced, but the conditions can be set up to offer the opportunity. Sometimes,
however, aesthetic experiences are unintentional. One can go about one’s routines
and momentarily get caught up in the sensory aspect of the environment. Perhaps
a sunset that appears outside the car window or a song plays on the radio. In this
case, one did not intend to have an aesthetic experience, but it happened nonetheless. The intentional and unintentional triggers have implications for what teachers
may do with students in their classrooms. We discuss this matter later in this paper.

Characterization
The second category we offer is characterization, which deals with how one describes
the experience. Dewey describes aesthetic experience in this way:
In order to understand the esthetic in its ultimate and approved forms, one
must begin with it in the raw; in the events and scenes that hold the attentive
eye and ear of man, arousing his interest and affording him enjoyment as
he looks and listens: the sights that hold the crowd—the fire-engine rushing
by; the machines excavating enormous holes in the earth; the human-fly
climbing the steeple-side; the men perched high in air on girders, throwing
and catching red-hot bolts. The sources of art in human experience will be
learned by him who sees how the tense grace of the ball-player infects the
onlooking crowd . . . the zest of the spectator in poking the wood burning
on the hearth and in watching the darting flames and crumbling coals.38

Dewey notes that in such an experience one may feel joy, heightened vitality, harmony, and a sense of being in the moment. In the end, Dewey was not one to elaborate
on the feelings undergone during an aesthetic experience in an analytic fashion. Art
critic and historian, Monroe Beardsley,39 however, a student of Dewey’s ideas, did
elaborate and noted the following: a focus on a particular object or setting, a feeling
of unity with that object or setting, a sense of timelessness, a feeling of self-expansion
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or edification, a rush of sensory material, and a feeling of disinterest. (We take issue
with the notion of disinterest below.) A point to be noticed with aesthetic experience, as described by Dewey and elaborated upon by Beardsley, is that the journey
involved leads to what we like to call a “wow” experience. It is joyful, focused, and
memorable. The experience, using Dewey’s term, is “consummated”40 and such experiences may be brief or lengthy (drinking a cup of coffee or enjoying a fine meal).41
In today’s parlance, one might call this type of experience an intrinsically rewarding
one—something often overlooked by educators focused on the more technocratic
aspects of education, such as setting-specific goals with measurable outcomes.

Import
The third category we consider is import, which refers to the perceived value of the
experience for the actor(s). In regard to the import of aesthetic experience, we suggest that there are both uniform and multidirectional possibilities. By uniform, we
mean that aesthetic experiences yield the possibilities for future aesthetic experiences
along the same lines. When one experiences heightened vitality—for example, in
an art museum—one is likely to return to the art museum for such experiences. By
multidirectional possibilities, we mean that aesthetic experience yields opportunities
in new or fresh directions. Having an aesthetic experience with a modern painting
opens up possibilities for having such an experience not only with other kinds of art,
but also with other kinds of conditions entirely. Imagine that one has an aesthetic
experience in looking at an image of a raft floating down a river (e.g., a George Caleb
Bingham painting). That experience has the opportunity to awaken one to having
firsthand experiences on a river. Eventually, one may become environmentally active.
We reject, however, the idea that an aesthetic experience must be a disinterested one,
and we note the action-oriented possibilities that an aesthetic experience affords—a
point that Elaine Scarry has made about the role of beauty in the world.42
Aesthetic experiences, then, can be either intentional or happenstance, may
occur over long periods of time or briefly, and may cultivate the desire for similar experiences and related heightened awareness. In contrast, as we show below,
religious experiences rely more deeply on imaginative possibilities and manifestations of the ideal.

Dewey’s Religious Experience
In his seminal work on the topic of religion and religious experience, entitled A
Common Faith,43 Dewey attempted to provide a roadmap for his vision of religious
faith through his democratic humanist lens. Although Dewey wrote periodically on
the subjects of religion and religious experience throughout his career, A Common
Faith was his most extensive and explicit attempt at examining these topics. In this
work, Dewey makes various points that are particularly salient to this paper. In
particular, he separates religious experience from religion, arguing that one does
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not have to believe in a particular religion to have religious experiences. In fact, he
suggests that organized religions often inhibit religious experience.
In the first section of A Common Faith, Dewey seeks to make a clear distinction between the words religion and religious. Accordingly, religion was “a special
body of beliefs and practices having some kind of organization.”44 Dewey argued
that religions were historically and contemporarily affected by sociocultural contexts and in need of being restructured again, as they served largely to divide people
(as evidenced by the many different religious orientations and their differing doctrines). As such, because religious experience has been exclusively claimed by the
religions, individuals not associated with them may have religious experiences but
“are not even aware of attitudes in themselves that if they came to fruition would
be genuinely religious.”45 Dewey overtly sets out to free religious experience from
religions so that religious experiences are no longer viewed as “rare and infrequent”
and could be more universally enjoyed and profited from than at present.46
In contrast to his definition of religion, Dewey indicated that the word “religious” refers to the quality of an experience that may or may not have any direct connection to religion, thus separating the exalted status of a religious experience from
religion as an institution. Dewey’s humanist perspective becomes quite clear in his
description of religious experience, as he notes, “Any activity pursued in behalf of an
ideal end against obstacles and in spite of threats of personal loss because of conviction
of its general and enduring value is religious in quality.”47 This quality of experience
may come from an association with religion or from aesthetic, scientific, moral, and
political experiences, as well as from experiences with companions or relationships
with others.48 For Dewey, a religious experience leads to “better adjustment in life
and its conditions.”49 He explains that “there is a composing and harmonizing of the
various elements of our being such that, in spite of changes in the special conditions
that surround us, these conditions are also arranged, settled, in relation to us.”50 In
other words, a person having a religious experience is at harmony with his or her
surroundings, which include people and nature. Though this explanation provides
insight into the qualities of a religious experience, it offers no concrete definition.
Dewey viewed religious experience as living between what exists and what
could be, or as he called them, ideal ends. He explained that ideal ends were born
out of a person’s imagination, and grounded in existing conditions where he or she
visualizes the possibilities of what might be and acts upon that vision. For example,
one might feel strongly about environmental causes—perhaps the idea of saving
polar bears from extinction. In thinking through how she would advocate for the
bears, she is using her imagination to bring potential into something concrete. Perhaps in seeking her goal, she aims to create awareness in schools through media
presentations. When so engaged, she is having temporal moments of a religious
experience. Dewey also asserts that the outcome of a religious experience is inherently good because it in some way leads to the betterment of society.
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For Dewey, a religious experience can manifest itself in a number of different
ways. He explains that a religious experience “takes place in different persons in a multitude of ways. It is sometimes brought about by devotion to a cause; sometimes by a
passage of poetry that opens a new perspective; sometimes as was the case with Spinoza—deemed an atheist in his day—through philosophical reflection.”51 Regardless
of its manifestation, he notes that the religious quality of an experience “is the effect
produced, the better adjustment in life and its conditions, not the manner and cause
of its production.”52 In short, a religious experience lies in the middle of any experience
where one considers what is, imagines the possibilities or ideal ends, and acts upon that
vision to make the idea a reality. This point was so important to Dewey that he asserted
that he would “give the name God” to the “active relation between ideal and actual.”53

Triggers
Triggers for religious experience may lie in any number of opportunities, and can
include questions (as found in the scientific method), ideal ends, or imagination,
among other elements. Something as simple as looking at an automobile might trigger one to have a religious experience in conceiving of and working toward developing an improved mode of transportation. In short, Dewey argues that ideal ends get
one into the experience—any idea, situation, mode of ceativity, experience, goal, or
imagined alternative that helps one consider a new ideal.
Much like aesthetic experience, the trigger of a religious experience can happen
by chance or intention. In fact, Dewey noted that any experience can have a religious
quality (similarly, any experience can have an aesthetic quality). But whereas aesthetic experience is particularly sensory, religious experience is more ideal-focused
and as such does not need to be triggered by some qualitative aspect of the world.

Characterization
At one point in A Common Faith Dewey makes the curious observation: “…whatever
introduces genuine perspective is religious.”54 While it seems that Dewey is on thin
ice in trying to characterize what is genuine and what is not (fear is not genuine—
“fear never gave stable perspective in the life of anyone”),55 his intention is clear in
that he aims to rid the religious of supernatural elements. Aspects of experience
that Dewey does see as genuine include: dependence on the cooperation of nature,
humility, dignity, piety, intelligence and purpose, understanding and knowledge,
faith in disclosing of truth through inquiry, and loyalty to ideals.56 In typical fashion,
Dewey redefines these terms such that, for example, piety is not about devotion and
reverence to God, but rather to “a just sense of nature as the whole of which we are
parts.”57 Piety “recognizes that we are parts that are marked by intelligence and purpose, having the capacity to strive by their aid to bring conditions into greater consonance with what is humanly desirable.”58 For Dewey, the religious feelings we often
associate with the supernatural are in actuality part and parcel of the natural world.
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Two more points should be noted here. Dewey acknowledges that mystical
experiences exist and that they may be part of religious experience. As he puts it,
“There is no reason for denying the existence of experiences that are called mystical.
On the contrary, there is every reason to suppose that . . . they occur so frequently
that they may be regarded as normal manifestations that take place at certain rhythmic points in the movement of experience.”59 Thus, once again, Dewey ties mystical
experience (the feeling of oneness of the universe) to nature and not the supernatural.
Finally, Dewey notes that the religious is marked by “adjustment.”60 That is,
religious experience causes “changes in ourselves in relation to the world in which
we live that are . . . inclusive and deep seated.”61 He continues:
They relate not to this and that want in relation to this and that condition
of our surroundings, but pertain to our being in its entirety. Because of
their scope, this modification of ourselves is enduring. It lasts through any
amount of vicissitude . . . . There is a composing and harmonizing of the
various elements of our being . . . .”62

Thus, we can see the tangible differences from the aesthetic. But to be clear, it is not
the case that the two types of experiences are unrelated. The aesthetic and religious
dimensions or elements of an experience may conjoin, intermingle, and be part of
one continual experience that an individual undergoes. It is in analysis that one
might note that an experience has more of an aesthetic quality or religious quality.
Nonetheless, we note that the aesthetic is dominated by sensory qualities, joyful
feelings, a heightened sense of vitality, and a feeling of consummation. Religious
qualities yield harmony, oneness, a feeling of deep-seated change, and, importantly,
imagination of the ideal.

Import
Religious experience made Dewey no longer doubt the value and meaning of life.
Dewey believed religious experience to be an essential portion of the ongoing process of life and growth both for the individual and for society;63 it is the essence of
human growth. For Dewey, striving for the ideal is where we all should live our lives
and is a means to happiness. From Dewey’s perspective, the authentically religious
holds the potential to unify the natural, scientific, moral, and social dimensions of
experience. Once properly understood,
religion would then be found to have its natural place in every aspect of
human experience that is concerned with estimate of possibilities, with
emotional stir by possibilities as yet unrealized, and with all action in
behalf of their realization . . . . All that is significant in human experience
falls within this frame.64

In comparison, then, an aesthetic experience may lead one to action, but it does not
necessarily do so. An aesthetic experience does lead to heightened sensory experience
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that yields an intrinsic reward in the process. A religious experience brings forth
an adjustment to life, one that carries over into one’s general outlook on the world.

Csikszentmihalyi’s Flow Experience
We remind the reader that we examine Csikszentmihalyi’s ideas about flow because
many teachers are familiar with them and wonder, as we did, about its difference
from aesthetic experience. A key difference is that flow results from a psychological
perspective that focuses on mind and consciousness, as opposed to Dewey’s ideas,
which are holistic through and through. Thus, flow, as conceptualized by Csikszentmihalyi, is ultimately the answer to the question: how do humans find happiness?
Referring to Aristotle, Csikszentmihalyi65 notes that what men and women seek most
in the world is happiness, and yet we fail to understand or achieve it. He further
explains that “happiness is not something that happens”66 and is not dependent on
outside events, but rather our interpretations of them. For Csikszentmihalyi, the key
to happiness is the ability to control our inner experience.67 He observes:
The choice is simple: between now and the inevitable end of our days, we can
choose either to live or to die. Biological life is in an automatic process, as
long as we take care of the needs of the body. But to live in the sense the poet
means it is by no means something that will happen by itself. In fact, everything conspires against it: if we don’t take charge of its direction, our life will
be controlled by the outside to serve the purpose of some other agency.68

The meaningful inner experiences to which Csikszentmihalyi refers are characterized by exhilaration, a deep sense of joy, and a sense of control. These are optimal,
or flow, experiences. Humans seek them out because they are the hallmarks of a
life well lived.

Triggers
What gets people into flow experiences is our ability to control the “contents of our
consciousness,”69 where consciousness is defined as the “‘things’ we see, feel, think,
and desire—are information that we can manipulate and use; . . . [as] intentionally
ordered information.”70 Csikszentmihalyi argues that “outside events do not exist
unless we are aware of them.”71 Our intentions, or desires and biological and social
needs, are what keep the consciousness ordered like “magnetic fields,” attracting
and repelling objects and stimuli.
Understanding Csikszentmihalyi’s description of consciousness allows us to
understand how we then seek and engage in optimal experience: we must control
our “psychic energy” and the ways we “structure our intention(s).”72 More specifically, in order to control our consciousness and engage in flow experiences, we must
reduce “psychic entropy” and allow ourselves deep concentration in the moment.73
Prolonged spells of psychic entropy, or disruptions in consciousness, impair our
effectiveness in doing so.
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Flow experience is generally not achieved by happenstance but rather through
a “struggle for establishing control over attention.”74 This battle for the self requires
disciplined concentration and even practice. Spontaneous flow events could arise
in a social situation, for example, but they are still a result of ongoing skill development in social interaction.
To illustrate the point, Csikszentmihalyi frequently refers to the rock climber
and her deep engagement with the rock. It is through practice and attention to skill
development that she is able to engage in an exhilarating and absorbing experience;
it is not by chance that she has such an experience. Similarly, one who attends a
dinner party where the conversation evolves into a meaningful and jubilant discussion, with give and take among all participants, has a flow experience, even though
it simply “emerged” unexpectedly. However, the conditions for such an experience
were ripe and the participants had to have a certain level of social skills to collectively create such an experience.75 The vast majority of flow experiences, according
the Csikszentmihalyi’s research, “are reported to occur within sequences of activities that are goal-directed and bounded by rules.”76
No matter the experience—rock climbing, social conversation, running, or
writing poetry—flow experiences are triggered by the one experiencing it: an individual makes it happen. We gain a sense of mastery, of “participation in determining
the content of life.”77 Thus, we may note that while aesthetic and religious experiences
might happen by either chance or intention, for Csikszentmihalyi, flow experience is
only triggered by intention. We also note that with Dewey’s aesthetic experience, there
are moments of “surrender” to that experience.78 Control is not a dominant element.

Characterization
Flow experience is best characterized by “total involvement with life,”79 including a
sense of control whereby we feel we are the masters of our own fate. It is the magic
“golden ratio”80 between boredom and anxiety. We are exhilarated and active in
our role in the experience, and our “body or mind is stretched to its limits.”81 Many
report that flow experiences are difficult to achieve, like climbing rocks or running
marathons, but nonetheless they are worthwhile and even addictive.
Flow experiences require intense concentration that eliminates distraction
and any sense that one might wish to be elsewhere. This feeling of connectedness
and being “in the moment” is furthered by the skill required to engage in the experience. A climber ascending up the rock focuses her energies on the feel of the rock,
the bumps in the ridges, and the distances between footholds. Distractions are not
only irritating, but also potentially dangerous.
In this example, the climber receives immediate feedback regarding her skill
and achievement; a well-placed toe sticks to the rock. Her skill level sufficiently meets
the immediate challenge. As she rhythmically climbs higher, her “consciousness is
harmoniously ordered” because her skills “match the opportunities for action.”82 In
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addition to the matching of skill and challenge, flow requires a set of internal guidelines.83 Such guidelines may be developed in advance or at times invented or negotiated
in the moment, such as with jazz music or playground games. The criteria for a “successful” experience may be personally referenced or jointly constructed and shared.
In summation, Csikszentmihalyi identifies eight elements of enjoyment in
the flow experience (and at least one must be present for flow to occur): chance of
task completion; ability to concentrate; the concentration is a result of a definite aim
and immediate feedback; a deep but effortless involvement that removes worries of
daily life; a sense of control over one’s actions; and a lack of concern for the self.84

Import
But aren’t these just “great experiences?” Csikszentmihalyi argues that the more
flow experiences we have, the higher our quality of life. Beyond being great experiences, those who consistently engage in flow states “develop a stronger, more confident self, because more of their psychic energy has been invested successfully in
goals they themselves had chosen to pursue.”85
Not only are flow experiences enjoyable, but they also lead to continued
growth of the self by resulting in a more complex consciousness through two general processes: differentiation and integration. Differentiation moves us toward
uniqueness; integration moves us toward union with others. Says Csikszentmihalyi, “A complex self is one that succeeds in combining these opposite tendencies.”86
Flow contributes to the development of our complexity by building confidence in our ability to accomplish difficult tasks, along with contributing to our
sense of connectedness and focus. Together, flow experiences allow us to “develop
skills and make significant contributions to humankind.”87
Ultimately, the goal of flow experience is to free ourselves from societal
rewards and to instead place psychic rewards “under our own powers.”88 We do this
by finding the rewards in each moment and by changing our perception of external conditions through concentration and mental discipline. Thus, like aesthetic
experience, flow focuses on the journey rather than the outcome per se. But also
like aesthetic experience, flow may lead to action. The aesthetic, however, may lead
to uniform or multidirectional possibilities; flow leads to uniformity.

Comparisons and Connections
Below we weave together some of the ideas above and point out more explicitly their
similarities and differences in reference to the educational enterprise. The aim is to
provide ways of thinking about teaching, curriculum, and learning. Therefore, we
offer the following ideas as conversation starters rather than conclusions. Before delving into the comparisons, however, we reiterate a point made at the beginning of the
paper. We believe that educators ought to foster opportunities for all three types of
experiences in schools and classrooms. The implications of the aesthetic89 and flow90
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have been well argued and documented. In short, such experiences yield memorable
and enjoyable journeys that provide a richer and deeper teaching and learning experience. What we did not anticipate as we began this project is that we would recommend
Dewey’s notion of religious experience as well. But as we see it, Dewey extricates the
religious from religion, or in today’s language the spiritual from organized religion.
As such, he provides a reasonable recommendation to foster experiences that bring
together the ideal with the actual, and in the process yield feelings of awe, wonder,
and humility in the face of new ideas and knowledge. Some scholars before us have
followed this path of thinking using different conceptual frameworks, but have found
similar rationales for examining Dewey’s thinking about the religious.91

Comparisons and Connections: Triggers
When examining the three types of experiences together, triggers were a priority for
us in considering K–12 classrooms because educators would want to lead students into
these types of experiences. As noted above, however, no one can force anyone into having an aesthetic, flow, or religious experience. So what can educators do? We believe
teachers must know how to infuse relevant cues into their lessons as well as create the
conditions for such experiences. One of the interesting yet thorny aspects of how we
initiate such an experience is that some triggers are intentional and some unintentional. Of the three types of experiences, we see that flow experiences require the most
direct and specific intention, as they generally require a certain amount of practice and
skill development. Similarly, aesthetic and religious experiences may involve specific
triggers, such as objects of focus and a beauty-filled environment, but aesthetic and
religious experiences can also be somewhat happenstance and unexpected.
We would like to reiterate that teachers cannot force anyone to feel or to react in
a certain way, but they can create environments in which such experiences are more
likely to occur. Time and space, materials, a release of overbearing expectations, and
genuine exploration time can support the prevalence of flow and aesthetic experiences.
Such time and space is arguably most important if we wish to create the conditions for
religious experience, as the main trigger for the religious is the imagination. Students
must be able to see current conditions and to imagine the ideal so it may be brought to
fruition. An imagining of the ideal is not required for the other two types of experiences.

Comparisons and Connections: Characterizations
The three experiences demonstrate significant overlap in their characterizations—
that is, what one feels during the experience: a sense of connectedness; timelessness; joy; harmony with surroundings; and unity with life. Other adjectives may
apply as well in denoting similarities, but we also note there are some specific differences. Whereas flow experience requires “control,” aesthetic experience entails
moments of “surrender.” And on an entirely different level, religious experience
requires faith in an ideal.92 Thus, students in classrooms may undergo varying
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types of experiences as outlined by the three above. Teachers are not in a position
to affect experiences undergone, but by being aware of such characterizations they
can have some understanding of what students are feeling and try to modulate the
progress of the overall experience during class time.
We also note that each kind of experience has at least one unique quality. For the
aesthetic, the emphasis is on the sensory; for flow, the emphasis is on the relationship
between challenge and skill; and for the religious, the emphasis is on the imagination bringing an ideal to fruition. Therefore, we again want teachers to understand
that attending to all three areas of emphasis not only provides insight into how students will feel during the experience, but also intentions and opportunities that can
be brought to light and incorporated during the school day. Teachers can a) provide
opportunities for sensory experiences and a deepened awareness of them; b) encourage students to find areas of interest in which they wish to practice their skills; and
c) engage students’ imaginations and help them become aware of a variety of social
issues that might be addressed, whether they be social injustices, problems concerning environmental pollution, or inequities in equal access to a quality education.

Comparisons and Connections: Import
The ultimate aims or outcomes of the three kinds of experiences have relevance both
for individuals and for society. Individual benefits, especially for aesthetic and flow
experiences, include the desire for more of such experiences because they are in themselves fulfilling. The aesthetic has multidirectional possibilities and may enhance our
desire for and awareness of future aesthetic experiences, or it may inspire us to engage
with other areas of our lives. While flow may also lead us to future, distinct interests, it
is generally more autotelic in nature, and involves the development of self-confidence.
Religious experience is clearly multidimensional in its possibilities and has the
greatest potential to impact large numbers of people outside of the one having the
experience. For example, one might consider the current status of public education
in the US, recognizing that students are over-tested, that children from low-income
neighborhoods are not succeeding in school and beyond, and that many youths are
feeling more and more disconnected from school. One might imagine an ideal situation where school is engaging for all, is focused on experiencing academic success
through authentic assessment, and is flexible enough to engage students to see the
relevance of what they are learning. As such, one might take it upon oneself to try
to change the situation. Any achieved outcome, be it involving legislation or even
the publication of an article espousing these ideas, might serve to benefit society
and, in turn, be the vehicle for an experience with religious qualities.

Further Implications for Education
We reiterate that we are drawing upon three kinds of experiences whose origins were
not borne specifically out of school experience, but out of life itself. By attending to
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life experience in the classroom, the teacher who consciously orchestrates a variety
of these experiences for students and talks with them about their associated qualities provides the conditions for meaningful learning, while also engendering in
students the ability to trigger such experiences in their out-of-school lives.
Our analytical distinctions provide educators with three broad categories with
which to imagine how they might create conditions for a variety of experiences with
the aim of fostering high-quality, meaningful, and memorable learning opportunities. Aesthetic experiences enhance our sensibilities and sensitivities; religious experiences provide a manifestation of an imagined ideal; and flow experiences lead to skill
development and greater happiness. All three types of experiences produce for the
individual an outcome that is rich and meaningful for both in-school life and out-ofschool life, and all three contribute in some way toward the betterment of humankind.
What is most salient here for educators is the shift in focus from what is taught to
what is experienced. Such focus creates a space for students to find relevance in what they
are learning, and in how they are learning. This space stands in rather striking contrast
to the archetypal images we might conjure up when we think about traditional schooling—images, for example, of students slumped over desks, of students sitting quietly
in rows, or of students staring at classroom clocks in anticipation of the end of class.
We see also in this shift of focus particular import for our current era of standardized curriculum and testing. A teacher who attends to the quality of experience
ultimately honors the lives of her students, the educational journey on which they
are all embarking, and the democratic principles of civic participation. The teacher
who attends to experience in this way need not ask herself “How do I make this
relevant?” because the experience itself is relevant, even if the associated content
may not be so immediately. As Noddings93 reminds us, “some days our aim is not
to produce specific learning, but to inspire.”94
Such an assertion begs a deeply philosophical question: what is the aim of
schools? If that answer, as political rhetoric would indicate, is that schools are a
vehicle for economic prosperity in the US, one might be more inclined to respond
that schools function in support of that end. If, however, the answer to that question is something like developing well-rounded human beings, or “happiness,”95
or to cultivate caring, engaged, satisfied, and productive citizens,96 a focus on the
quality of experience, rather than on a seemingly detached collection of knowledge and skills, might be more appropriate. If we agree that the experience of our
students deserves much greater attention, we then offer our readers a means for
triggering such deeply meaningful experiences.
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